
Widescreen Presentation

Tips and tools for creating and 
presenting wide format slides

Lenten Sermon Series
at Mt. Vernon

Lent…Preparing for the Joy of Easter (Resurrection)

What is Lent? 
[Lent is the opportunity to prepare for the joy of Easter…
growing through reflection, repentance, reconciliation,
and renewal]

Growing through: Injustice and Forgiveness
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Some simple truths:
• Injustice exists
• Injustice happens
• How we respond to injustice makes the difference
• Jesus showed us the way

• He spoke a simple truth

Growing through: Injustice and Forgiveness
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Growing through: Springtime and Harvest

Sowing seeds at springtime

• “I tell you the truth, unless a kernel of 
wheat falls to the ground and dies, it 
remains only a single seed.  But if it 
dies, it produces many seeds.”  John 12:24
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Some simple truths:
• Injustice exists
• Injustice happens
• How we respond to injustice makes the difference
• Jesus showed us the way

• He spoke a simple truth
• He modeled the simple truth

• He forgave

Growing through: Injustice and Forgiveness
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“7 Steps for Forgiveness”   (from Abundant Living Ministries)
1. Confess Your Sin to God
2. Choose to Forgive
3. Ask for the Forgiveness of Those You Wronged 
4. Ask God to Bless the Person Who Hurt You
5. Do Something Nice for the Person Who Hurt You*
6. Accept the offending person just the way he/she is,                              

even if you believe he/she is all wrong
7. Look at that person through eyes of faith and believe God                        

to change him/her

Growing through: Injustice and Forgiveness
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What is Lent? 
[Lent is the opportunity to prepare for the joy of Easter…
growing through reflection, repentance, reconciliation,
and renewal]

Growing through: Letting Go
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Growing through: Springtime and Harvest 
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What is Lent? 
[Lent is the opportunity to prepare for the joy of Easter…
growing through reflection, repentance, reconciliation,
and renewal]

Take time this week to: Reflect, Repent, Reconcile, and Renew
(See handout for questions that may help guide you.)

Growing through: Injustice and Forgiveness


